INTRODUCTION

My project is a collaboration with the Hidden Town Project at Old Salem Museum & Gardens to uncover and highlight black lives at the Moravian community. My research is focused on a black family, the Rogers, from 1900–1910. This scope provides a snapshot of black settlement in Winston-Salem before residential segregation took hold in 1912.

METHODOLOGY

My research considers race and space as the primary frameworks to understand black life, agency, and settlement patterns at the emergence of the Jim Crow South. My sources consist primarily of maps, directories, census records, and other legal documents.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. Where were black residents living in Salem at the turn of the century?
2. How did changing racial dynamics play out on Salem’s built landscape?
3. What can this family tell us about how black residents lived within a rapidly segregating society?

OBLASTES

1. Lack of first person primary sources
2. Inconsistent and unclear records
3. COVID-19/inconsistent access to archives

OUTCOMES

The Rogers’ lives mimic larger patterns in Winston and Salem’s black population. The Rogers lived in mostly black enclaves on the eastern and southern sides of Salem. In 1906, they were one of many black families to live on the property of their white employer. But black settlement was increasingly shaped by institutionalized segregation, resulting in high-density living centered around bottom lands, railroads, and industrial hubs.

RESOURCES


City Directories, Winston-Salem Forsyth County NC Central, Winston-Salem, NC. http://ncgenealogy.lib.vt.edu/city-directories/.

The archives at Old Salem Museum & Gardens and Winston-Salem, NC.
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